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Advancement in technology has led to innovation in equipment, and the number of devices is increasing every day. Industries are
introducing new devices every day and predicting 50 billion connected devices by 2022. +ese devices are deployed through the
Internet, called the Internet of +ings (IoT). Applications of IoTdevices are weather prediction, monitoring surgery in hospitals,
identification of animals using biochips, providing tracking connectivity in automobiles, smart home appliances, etc. IoTdevices
have limitations related to security at both the software and hardware ends. Secure user interfaces can overcome software-level
limitations like front-end-user interfaces are accessed easily through public and private networks. +e front-end interfaces are
connected to the localized storage to contain data produced by the IoT devices. Localized storage deployed in a closed envi-
ronment connected to IoT devices is more efficient than online servers from a security perspective. Blockchain has emerged as a
technology or technique with capabilities to achieve secure administrational authentication and accessibility to IoT devices and
their computationally produced data in a decentralized way with high reliability, interrogation, and resilience. In this paper, we
propose device, end-user, and transactional authentication techniques using blockchain-embedded algorithms. +e localized
server interacts with the user interface to authenticate IoTdevices, end-users, and their access to IoTdevices. +e localized server
provides efficiency by reducing the load on the IoT devices by carrying out end-user heavy computational data, including end-
user, IoT device authentication, and communicational transactions. Authentication data are placed on the public ledger in block
form, distributed over the system nodes through blockchain algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of smart gadgets and high-speed net-
works that are used for communication for these smart devices,
the Internet of +ings (IoT) has gained human attention and
popularity in the past few years.+ese embedded devices or IoT

devices connect through public or private networks, are
accessed remotely, and perform the desired functionality. Public
and private networks use networking protocols for sharing
information and communicating among the IoT devices.

IoTdevices aid humans by performing various functions
such as detecting weather conditions, supporting hospital
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equipment for operations, identifying animals using bio-
chips, and providing tracking and connectivity in auto-
mobiles. IoT servers gather data from these devices in real
time and process the data to enhance the efficiency of the
system.

Internet of +ings (IoT) is being deployed at a large scale
around the world, with Corps Information System Control
officers (Cisco) predicting 40 billion devices at the end of the
year 2021 [1]. Internet of things (IoT) are resource-consuming
appliances and are not capable of fixing and protecting
themselves against malicious attacks like Man in the middle
attack, masquerading, DOS attacks, etc., and can be easily
hacked by hackers. Due to this deficiency, everybody can
easily access IoT devices and perform computations ac-
cordingly. +erefore, it is the present day need that enhances
the security of the IoTdevices; for this, it is essential to adopt
proper methods for the user as well as device authentication
and computational transaction to verify that IoT devices are
secure in every respect. +ere is also the demand for the
system to ensure the interaction between end-users and IoT
devices. End-users are mapped on IoT devices through net-
working protocols [1]. Any proper user and IoT device au-
thentication scheme must recognize the reality that these IoT
devices are service-constrained appliances and unable to
execute heavy transactions and processing. +e user and
device authentication techniques must be authentic, capable
of being scaled, and reliable against multiple threats and
attacks.

Numerous authentication techniques [2] are designed
and deployed to provide the security to IoTdevices, but these
are all based on centralized architecture and depend on a
centralized authority like database or servers of the system.
Centralized authority verifies the end-users, system IoT
devices, and communication record between end-users and
IoT devices by using different protocols. Mutual authenti-
cation, certificate-based authentication, and token-based
authentication are all centralized authentication techniques.
+ese techniques have many flaws such as high transactional
computational costs, centralized trusted third parties, single
point of failure, lack of privacy, and the likelihood of
hacking. Because these techniques rely on the trusted third
party in this way, double dependency problems occur.
Figure 1 describes the double dependency problem.

To reduce the flaws of the centralized (trusted third
party) authentication of IoT devices, a decentralized end-
user, IoTdevices, and transaction authentication scheme are
proposed using algorithms that provide blockchain tech-
nology. +e proposed system provides the facility of end-
user and IoT device authentication. +e proposed system
also facilitates end-users with the secure communication
mapping to the IoT devices while ensuring security without
any requirement of a centralized identity.

+e fundamental purpose of this research is to furnish
the security of an end-user, IoT devices, and the interaction
between them in a decentralized manner. Particularly, we
present a whole system that consists of a design and ar-
chitecture involving IoT devices, end-users, and blockchain

algorithms that apply authentication rules and deploy the
blockchain algorithmic logic into the public area network.
Furthermore, the main objectives and contributions of this
research can be abridged below:

Our main objective in this paper is to provide hardware-
level security to IoTdevices. For the achievement of this goal,
we need to use blockchain technology. Blockchain tech-
nology consists of decentralized techniques rather than all
other techniques.

(1) We present a reliable, scalable, and authentic
decentralized end-user and IoT device authentica-
tion technique that utilizes a graphical user interface
with connectivity to blockchain algorithms. +ese
algorithms consist of the logic that authenticates
end-user access to IoT devices and they also au-
thenticate the devices that are accessible by the end-
user. +rough these, issues of a centralized third
party and the double dependency problem can be
removed.

(2) We describe the detailed analysis of the whole system
that constitutes the system entities, sequence flow
diagram, blockchain algorithm (smart contracts),
and interactions between the graphical user inter-
phase and participants in the algorithms.

(3) We present an analysis on the security of our pro-
posed authentication technique and discuss how the
proposed technique achieves security goals (of
confidential, integrity, and availability), and can
overcome eavesdropping, replay, masquerading,
denial of service (DoS), and Man in the Middle
attacks.

(4) We achieve prevention of the denial-of-service attack
through blocking an intruder in the system. If an
intruder wants to access the system multiple times
with the wrong hash key value, then the system
identifies the intruder identity and blocks it.

+e research paper is organized as follows. We discuss in
Section 2 the IoT Security challenges, and in Section 3 we
will present the proposed solutions of these challenges. Both
these sections are part of the literature review. An overall
description of the system architecture is presented in Section
4, including the interaction between system entities. Section
5 contains the experimental work which consists of a de-
tailed description of the proposed methodology with algo-
rithms. Section 6 presents the evaluation and results that are
computed from the proposed work. In Section 7, we discuss
the security analysis. +e conclusion and future work is
given in Section 8.

2. Security Issues in IoT

With the gradual increase in the number of IoT devices and
the passage of time and equipment ranging from small
embedded processing chips to large high-end servers, it
needs to address many security issues at different
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architectural levels of embedded IoT devices. We categorize
the security threats/issues concerning the IoT device de-
ployment architecture as described below:

(1) Low-level security issues
(2) Intermediate-level security issues
(3) High-level security issues

2.1. Low-Level Security Issues. +e level of security issues is
concerned with Physical (layer one) and DLL (layer two)
layers. Low-level security issues are also concerned with the
hardware of the security issues.

In jamming attacks, radio frequency signals are emitted
without following specific protocols in the wireless IoT
devices [3, 4]. +ese radio frequency signals impact on the
operation of the network and they also impact the sending or
receiving of data through insecure nontrusted nodes,
resulting in an unpredictable behavior of the system.

+e Sybil attacks in a wireless network for accessing the
IoTdevices due to the presence of Sybil nodes in the network
which produces fake identification and acts as part of the
system to utilize the services of the IoT. At the first layer, a
Sybil node utilizes fake addresses of the device’s port like
MAC values for masquerading [5, 6].

An insecure physical interface means managing poor
physical security and not recognizing it from the consid-
erations. +e poor physical security tools for debugging/
testing software and access through physical interfaces may
breach the security through compromise nodes in the
network. +ough these, nodes can access the service of the
IoT devices and perform some maliciousness [7, 8].

2.2. Intermediate-Level Security Issues. +e intermediate-level
security issues are concerned with network and transport layer
communication, routing, and session management.

+ere is a need for IoT deployment architecture to be
identified with every IoT device uniquely in the network. In
neighbor discovery, data are transmitted in different steps
including router discovery and address resolution [9].

Without proper verification, the utilization of packets got
through neighbor discovery may have breached the security.
Neighbor discovery packets also cause the occurrence of
denial-of-service (DoS).

+e Internet Protocol version 6 is routing protocol which
generates unsecure networks. Compromised nodes in the
network breach the security of the whole network and allow
intruders to perform malicious attacks onto the network [10].

IoT devices and end-users are both required to add more
security through hash key values or other security techniques.
+e fourth layer of the OSI model determines transmission
pathways. Because of security flaws in the network’s routing
layer, data is sent in the wrong direction [11–13]. Datagram
Transport Level Security and overhead, due to the available
resources, need to be minimized [14].

Communicational sessions have been established be-
tween two entities of the system at the time of communi-
cation. Sessions can hijack on the fourth layer of the
networking protocol with the help of fake links. +rough
this, some maliciousness occurs in the network in terms of
denial of services [15, 16]. A session establishes between two
nodes, an attacking node, and a victim node. +e com-
municating nodes may even require retransmission of
messages by changing the sequence number of the messages.

2.3. High-Level Security Issues. High-level security issues
occur on the application layer. Application layer security
issues are described below.

+e interfaces that are used for accessing IoT services,
web, mobile, and cloud can be affected by different attacks
which may also affect data privacy [17].

+emiddleware of Internet of things is developed for the
interaction between system entities, so these heterogeneous
entities must be secure while service provisioning. Different
environments and interfaces using middleware need to
provide secure communication [18, 19].

High-level security issues occur when IoT devices are
connected to the Internet. IoT devices’ front-end interfaces
are connected to the Internet; if they compromise, then large
loss of data or information occurs. +erefore there is a need

1st Entity

2nd Entity4th Entity

3rd Entity
Transaction 3 Transaction 1

Transaction 2
Transaction 4

Figure 1: Owners of the system can send the same transaction containing digital currency to the multiple participants of the system.
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to test XML SQL XSS carefully in which front-ends are
designed for access of IoT devices. Constrained application
protocols are used for communication between IoT devices
and interfaces. CoAP provides end to end communication.

3. Solutions to Security Issues

In the literature, significant efforts have been made to address
the security issues discussed in the previous section. Client
authentication is the process that substantiates user recognition
through a set of accreditations which recognize the data stored
in an authentication server or database [3, 20]. In terms of
mutual authentication, both the system entity user and the
server take part to identify and recognize each other, the server
authenticates the user because the user is stored in the server,
whereas a user authenticates its presence in the server [21, 22].
Mutual authentication is classified into two types, one is
username-/password-based authentication and the second one
is certificate-based authentication [22]. Username-/password-
based authentication and certificate-based authentication
minimize many threats and risks of hacking in various com-
putational processes like shopping websites, ensuring com-
putational transactions with clients and servers for authorized
purposes.

Open Authorization (OAuth) is the most eminent and
comprehensively used identification and authentication
technique for IoT device security. OAuth uses an open
standard communicational protocol that provides tokens to
end-users and IoT devices. Tokens are stored on the server or
database. +e system’s resources are used by end users. End-
users are authenticated in the system using tokens [23, 24].+e
open standard protocol consists of four actors: +e data and
resource owner who generates validated resources and pro-
vides the access of the server to the users. +e Open Au-
thentication server (OAS) that provides tokens for secure
communication with authentic clients/users or any other
entity. +e resource server or database which provides au-
thenticated resources/data. +e user who wants to access
services from the server. +e open authorization process is
described in 6 steps. In the first step, the client generates
requests to the resource owner for a successful access to the
authenticated resources. In the second step, the username and
password are set for the client by the authorization server. In
the third step, the authentication of clients with the username
and password, the client generates a request to the authori-
zation server for providing access tokens. In the fourth step,
the secure server identifies the password as well as the user-
name of the client and assigns a protocol-generated access
token to the authenticated clients.+e token which is provided
to the user consists of the public and private key values. In the
fifth step, after getting the access tokens, the client generates
access transaction for protected resources and sends it to
authorization server or wants to execute any transactions by
using the protocol generated token. In the sixth step, the
authorization server authenticates the token, if the verification
is successful, then protected resources or IoT devices are
provided to the clients to perform computations.

A famous third entity technique, Kerberos authentica-
tion system, narrated in Ref. [25] utilizes temporal tickets for

user authentication.+ese temporal tickets have many issues
to authenticate clients and servers because these are exits for
a specific period.

Delegation server is also a well-known technique for the
authentication of the user and device [26]. Delegation server
incurs high computational costs to authenticate devices
through delegation servers every time a user needs to access
new values for authentication purposes.

Another authentication technique: Mahalle et al. [27]
introduced a process in which a set of user authentication
protocols is used for user authentication. Group authenti-
cation protocol generates keys that are shared among
multiple nodes on the network. Due to key sharing among
multiple nodes in the network, many risks occur if one of the
nodes breaches the security by sharing the key and creates
security holes.

For distributed IoT systems, the technique involves [28]
proposing that certificates are used in terms of an authen-
tication protocol. In certification-based authentication
protocols, cryptographic techniques are used for identifi-
cation like hashing key values stored in the server node.
Although cryptography certification-based authentication
protocol provides much better security than existing tech-
niques, many limitations arise due to the centralized ar-
chitecture. With a centralized authentication architecture,
the system cannot be secure in terms of redundancy, reli-
ability, single point of failure attack, and scalability.

+e drawback of user authentication is that they au-
thenticate users with only the username/password. +ere-
fore, usernames and passwords can be easily breached.

+e open authentication technique for user authenti-
cation is a centralized technique in which all computations
are performed across a central identity.

Group authentication technique shares the authentica-
tion technique across multiple nodes, but the group au-
thentication technique does not use hash key values, so every
entity in the system can perform some maliciousness.

All the abovementioned techniques have many defi-
ciencies, and they only authenticate users rather than
authenticating IoT devices and computational transactions
for the communication between the user and IoT devices.
+ey also used centralized techniques for authentication. In
centralized technique, all computational data are stored on
to the server. Entities in the system rely too heavily on the
server or central authority to complete desired access
transactions. If the centralized authority is nontrusted, then
it can breach the security of the whole system. +ere is a
research gap that exists with respect to complete user, device,
and computational transaction authentications in decen-
tralized manner.

4. Blockchain-Based Authentication of IoT
Devices, End-User, and
Transaction between Them

+is part of the paper describes the various aspects of the
architecture and detailed design of our proposed research
blockchain-based IoT devices and end-user registration and
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validation system in which blockchain algorithmic logic will
be used to identify consumers and available IoT devices in a
secure and validated process.

4.1. System Architecture. +ere are five major entities in the
proposed system architecture with access to web-based al-
gorithms through the Internet: Admin, IoT devices, end-
users who facilitate direct connection with the system, and
MySQL server containing end-users, IoT devices, and
communicational data. During registration we assign unique
hash addresses (public and private keys) to IoT devices and
end-users. Both IoTdevices and the end-users are registered
on the web. Admin and databases are also part of the system.
Detailed architecture of the system is presented in Figure 2.

+is summarizes the whole system entities as follows:

4.1.1. Admin. Admin is the most valuable entity of the
system and is responsible for user access control, list of
users, IoT device services, and permission to end-users for
accessing IoT devices. Only the owner of a particular or-
ganization or architectural system has the services of
management and access control. +e primary client within
the framework is the proprietor or the maker of the
blockchain algorithm. +e owner of the blockchain algo-
rithm can add IoT devices per user request as a part of the
system. Admin also gives permission through the block-
chain algorithm for end-users to access IoTdevices. Admin
has the ability to block new transactions in the system and
add the block into the chain. +e very first entity in the
system is the admin, so its block does not have a previous
hash value.

4.1.2. END_USERS. Within the framework of the system,
utilizers are clients who ask for consent from the blockchain
algorithm to access particular IoT devices. Once end-users
are allowed to get authorization after authentication via the
authentication algorithm, they contact the designated server
node capable of governing the desired IoT device for au-
thentication and access.

4.1.3. Blockchain Algorithm. +e blockchain algorithm al-
lows the authenticated utilizer access to the authenticated
smart device. Registration of end-users, smart devices, access
control, authentication, and functionalities are deployed to
become a centralized architecture through the blockchain
algorithm.

4.1.4. Database. In our solution, the database is utilized in
overseeing access to IoTdevices. Database stores IoTdevices,
information, end-user data, and computational transactions
in the form of public ledgers. +e database is distributed
among all end-users in the form of a distributed ledger, but
they cannot change, delete, or update any records; they can
only create their own transaction record.

4.1.5. IoT Devices. +e smart appliances in the system are
expected to be a resource-consuming device with restricted
storage, processing capacity, and memory.

4.2. Interaction between Entities. +e interaction between
the system entities happens in two major steps, namely,
online and off-line interactions. Figure 3 shows a sequence
between end-user and IoT devices for successful authenti-
cation of the user as well as user access to the IoTdevices. A
secure session is established for a secure connection between
end-users and smart devices. In the online interaction, the
admin initially generates the algorithm or smart contract
and registers the user into the system and maps it to a
MySQL server through select functions. Unique private and
public addresses are assigned to the users through algo-
rithms. Admin adds the devices as well into the system and
also assigns unique addresses through algorithms and stores
them in the MySQL server. +at is why authenticated users
can access authenticated devices that are part of the system.

When the user successfully authenticates (gains its
unique public and private keys) and needs to get a specific
IoT device, the user initially transfers the authentication
request to the blockchain algorithm by using the registration
request. +e algorithm will recognize the SQL server of
authenticated smart device for that end-user. If the device is
unauthentic or the client is not eligible to facilitate the
services of that device, then the system rejects the request of
the user. Otherwise, if both the IoTdevice and user are valid
and part of the system entities, the blockchain algorithm will
allocate access permission to the end-user to access the
authorized device and store the access information in the
form of an encryption into the SQL server and broadcast it to
all users, publicly.

When a user successfully registers into the system
through a smart contract, then it stores the user’s unique
identification (ID), public address (PA), private address
(PA), and previous public hash values. A block is generated,
and it contains the user public key, transactional data, and
previous hash values. Users’ public and private addresses are
stored in the form of hash key values. SHA-256 hashing key
algorithm is used to generate hash key values. 64-bit key
values generated by SHA-256 are in encrypted form.

Firstly, users register into the system and get public and
private hash key values which are stored in the SQL server,
then the user logs into the system by using the public key.
+e smart contract identifies whether it is a valid user or not.
If the user is unauthorized, its request is rejected with an
error; otherwise; the user successfully enters into the system
with public and private hash key values.

5. Experimental Setup

In the experimental setup, we highlight the key usage
viewpoints associated with the algorithm/smart contract of
security. +e existing blockchain platforms like Ethereum,
Ripple, and R3 facilitate the development of apps on
Blockchain networks, but these are all paid projects. In the
case of Ethereum, we should buy eth currency and spend eth
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Figure 2: Blockchain-based proposed system architecture.
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram of successful authentication and communication between end-user and IoT devices.
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to perform each computation. +erefore we implement the
decentralized logic of blockchain and develop a decentral-
ized application in which end-user and IoT devices regis-
tration and authentication is performed in a decentralized
manner through a distributed ledger. +e implemented
smart contract includes three main components: (1) Admin
authority and end-user registration and authentication, (2)
IoT devices registration, (3) user transactional authentica-
tion to IoT devices.

+e algorithm was executed and tested using the
MySQL server [15], which offers interesting highlights that
encourage testing. Our main focus is on the execution of
on-chain and off-chain parts of the proposed work which
includes authentication components.

5.1. Admin Authorities and End-User Registration and
Authentication

5.1.1. Admin Authorities. Smart contract I describes the
admin authorities in which other end-users are restricted to
add devices into the system.+e very first entry of the system
contains the address of the public hash value, but it does not
contain the address of the previous hash value. Apart from
admin, other end-users have previous hash values that can
be used to add the next record into the system, but they
cannot add IoT devices into the system.

SMART CONTRACT I. Admin authority of only admin
can add devices into the system.

(i) session_start();
(ii) //connect to the database
(iii) $db�mysqli_connect(‘localhost’, ‘root’, ‘‘,

‘registration’);
(iv) if (!isset($_SESSION[‘username’])) {
(v) $_SESSION [‘msg’]� “You must log in first”;
(vi) header (‘location: login.php’);}
(vii) if (isset ($_GET [‘logout’]))
(viii) {
(ix) session_destroy();

(x) unset ($_SESSION[‘username’]);
(xi) header (“location: login.php”);
(xii) }
(xiii) $_SESSION [‘username’];
(xiv) $favcolor� $_SESSION [‘username’];
(xv) switch ($favcolor)
(xvi) {
(xvii) case “admin”:
(xviii) echo “Add device”;
(xix) break;
(xx) default:

echo “Only Admin Can Enter Device”; header
(“location:msg.php”);
}

5.2. User Registration and Authentication. Smart Contracts
II and III present the function through which users register
into the system. A list of client hash addresses being dis-
placed in the system might have different users as compared
to the initial added users being the owner of the algorithm. A
block is created to recognize data related to user authenti-
cation in the system. As stated earlier, a block is generated
with the verification or authentication of the end-user to get
the services of an IoT device. A list of blocks is generated to
keep the record of all end-user-generated blocks. +ese
blocks save the address of the user’s hash key values (public
key, private key) to the server. +ese hash key values are
assigned to the users during the registration of the user.

+e block of the very first user does not contain the
previous public hash value of the user because the very first
user is the owner of the algorithm. +e rest of the users who
are part of the system contain the previous user public hash
value. In this regard, blocks are related and make a chain.
Smart Contract IV presents the function to generate the
user’s previous public hash value.

Public key
function generateRandomString ($length� 64) {

$characters� ‘0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’;

$charactersLength� strlen ($characters);

$randomString� ‘‘;

for ($i� 0; $i< $length; $i++) {
$randomString.� $characters [rand (0, $character-
sLength - 1)];
}
return $randomString;
}

Private key
function generateRandomString1 ($length� 64)
{
$characters� ‘0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’;
$charactersLength� strlen ($characters);
$randomString� ‘‘;
for ($i� 0; $i< $length; $i++)
{
$randomString.� $characters [rand (0, $character-
sLength - 1)];
}
return $randomString;
}

Getting previous hash value
$query� “SELECT ∗ FROM users ORDER BY id
DESC LIMIT 1”;
$result�mysqli_query ($db, $query);
while ($row�mysqli_fetch_array($result))

Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 7



{
$publickey� $row [‘publickey’];
}

5.3. IoT Devices Registration and Authentication. +e com-
munication, networking, and connectivity protocols used on
Internet-enabled devices mainly depend on the specific
Internet of +ings applications deployed. +e communi-
cation protocols that are used to provide the services of the
IoTdevices include CoAP,MQTT, andDTLS, among others.
Wireless protocols include IPv6, LPWAN, Z-Wave, Blue-
tooth Low Energy, Zigbee, RFID, and NFC. Wi-Fi, Cellular,
satellite, and Ethernet can also be used for communication.
IoT devices are deployed on the server site and can be
accessed through the abovementioned communication
protocols.

IoT devices registration into the system
function generateRandomString ($length� 64)
{
$characters� ‘0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
wxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’;
$charactersLength� strlen ($characters);
$randomString� ‘‘;
for ($i� 0; $i< $length; $i++)
{
$randomString.� $characters [rand(0, $character-
sLength - 1)];
}
return $randomString;
}

Each option has its tradeoffs like power consumption,
bandwidth, and range, all of which must be considered when
IoT device services are provided through protocols for
particular IoT applications.

Smart Contract V presents the device registration
function in the system. Two types of hash addresses are
presented during the registration of the IoTdevice. A block is
created to save information related to IoT device authen-
tication in the system. +e block contains the server address
and hash key values that are assigned to the IoT device for
authentication. +ese blocks save the address of the device
hash key values (public key, private key) to the server. IoT
devices are added into the system through the AddDevice
function call. AddDevice function calls can be accessed only
by the admin.

5.4. User Transactional Authentication to IoT Devices. +e
user’s access to a list of devices is mapped through User-
DeviceMappingFunction. When an end-user wants to access
the services of IoT devices, then UserDeviceMapping
function authenticates if it is a valid user. Otherwise, the
UserDoesnotValid function is executed, which indicates that
the end-user is not valid. Only those IoTdevices that can be
added into the system by admin to the server can be accessed

by the end-user. In addition, only those users that are part of
the system and have valid hash key values can access IoT
devices.

User authentication and IoT device authentication also
provide two-way authentication, also known as 2-Factor
authentication. After the authentic transaction of the end-
user map to the IoT device, a block is generated in the
distributed ledger. A distributed ledger contains a block of
data. Each block contains the public address of the user and
the IoT device.

Nonauthenticated request rejection
session_start();
//connect to the database
$db�mysqli_connect (‘localhost’, ‘root’, ‘‘,
‘registration’);
if (!isset ($_SESSION [‘username’]))
{
$_SESSION [‘msg’]� “You must log in first”;
header (‘location: login.php’);
}
if (isset ($_GET[‘logout’]))
{
session_destroy();
unset ($_SESSION [‘username’]);
header (“location: login.php”);
}

Nonauthenticated request rejection
session_start();//connect to the database
$db�mysqli_connect (‘localhost’, ‘root’, ‘‘,
‘registration’);
if (!isset ($_SESSION [‘username’]))
{
$_SESSION [‘msg’]� “You must log in first”;
header (‘location: login.php’);
}
if (isset ($_GET[‘logout’]))
{
session_destroy();
unset ($_SESSION[‘username’]);
header (“location: login.php”);
}

6. Evaluation and Results

In this section, we essentially pay attention to testing
functionality among system entities along the web algo-
rithms deployed in the web server environment. We assign
unique Hash Addresses (HA) for multiple system entities.
+ree main functionalities of the system participants were
tested, including end-user authentication, IoT device au-
thentication, and transactional authentication operations.
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When attempting to add an end-user through a web
server, to access IoTdevices, the request produces a hashing
address that contains the public and private addresses, and
successful addition of IoT devices. Table 1 shows the blocks
generated through the user registration algorithm for the
authenticated end-users. When an end-user is authenticated
and wants to perform a communicational transaction, then
end-user record is added into the block. In the same way, the
next user’s additional requests would facilitate in a similar
generated block.

In end-user test scenario, a ledger is generated for end-
users. Table 1 consists of ledger for the end-user. A ledger is
distributed over the network. A distributed ledger contains
blocks that are connected to each other with the previous
hash key values. Each block in the distributed ledger con-
tains end-user hash key values and the previous block public
hash key values. All information or data in each block of the
ledger is in encrypted form, so every end-user can access
every block but cannot change, update, delete, or alter data.
+rough end-user distributed ledger, a secure and validated
end-user can access the system IoT devices.

In IoT devices test scenario, IoT devices are also regis-
tered in the system. End-users can access only the devices
that are registered into the system. IoT device registration
data are stored in the distributed ledger. Table 2 shows
distributed ledger of registered IoT devices.

IoTdevices are authenticated in the same way as an end-
user is registered in the system. Only the admin can add
devices into the system. When a device adds into the system,
a block is generated which assigns the hash key values to the
IoTdevice.+e block with IoTdevice registration is stored in
a public distributed ledger. Public distributed ledgers are
available for all authenticated users in the system, but they
cannot change or update any block. When the end-user
accesses IoT devices with its public key address, it can be
authenticated with the private hash key value of the IoT
device.

When the end-user maps to IoT devices, a transaction
with the user request is generated. +is transaction creates a
block on the server which contains hash values like public
key and previous hash value.+ese hash values are generated
with the user data and their ids. +e block is distributed over
the system through which every end-user can check it, but it
cannot be changed as it contains hash values. A distributed
ledger shows which user interacts with which device. Table 3
shows authenticated transactions between IoT devices and
end-users.

+rough algorithm execution, we obtained an output to
show that the end-user was successfully mapped onto the
IoT devices. +e first scenario implies that the user is
nonauthorized. +erefore, the services of IoTdevices cannot
be provided by end-users. In this explanation, if an un-
authenticated end-user, which not registered in the system,
wants to access IoTdevices from the system, then its request
is rejected because it has no hash key values.

In the second scenario, the client endeavor is to access an
IoTdevice, but it is not available to the system of IoTdevices
provided by the admin that is authorized to access. In this
scenario, the algorithm allows the user to access only those

devices which are mapped to the server. In the explanation of
the second scenario, if an authenticated registered end-user
in the system wants to access IoT devices which is not the
part of the system, then two situations occurs. In the first
situation, authenticated end-users ask the admin to add the
required IoT devices. In the second situation, end-user re-
quest is rejected for IoT device if the device is not available.

+e third scenario is for a successful authenticated
transaction in which the user maps to the IoT device and its
related server node. In this scenario, the algorithm suc-
cessfully shows a function that contains information as the
transaction mines and the execution succeeds. Authentic
computational transactional information is stored in Table 4.
A distributed ledger is generated for successful transactions.
Blocks are created on each transaction. +ese blocks are
linked to the previous block public hash values. +rough the
distributed ledger, everyone gets to know which IoTdevices
mapped to the end user and are currently not available. With
the help of the distributed ledger, we can implement the
blockchain techniques to provide security to IoT devices,
end-users, and the communication between them.

7. IoT Security Analysis

IoT security issues arise at both the hardware level and the
software level. Our proposed system is used to reduce dif-
ferent security issues at both levels. Table 5 consists of
comparison between existing techniques and proposed
techniques. +e security achievements of integrity, avail-
ability, and confidentiality can be accomplished through
authentication of each entity in the system, encryption and
decryption of data, and access control schemes.

Privacy constrained in the system is attained by
performing an authorized user approach to the smart
device and its data. +e confidentiality is also gained by
performing different types of hashing techniques using
SHA-256 cryptography for a successful user, IoT device,
and transaction (user access to the desired IoT device)
authentication. Based on hash key values, a blockchain-
based authentication architecture is proposed. Hash key
values are distributed over the network via a public dis-
tributed ledger. When the end-user becomes a part of the
system, it assigns the public and private key addresses.
+ese hash key values also assign to the IoT devices at the
time of admin registration of the devices.

+ese hash key values are unique at every time.
+erefore, no collision occurs in the system, and this is a
powerful feature of blockchain. Unique hash key values
establish a secure session for the purpose of interaction
between the authenticated IoTdevices and users. +e secure
block of the transaction is distributed over a public ledger
because it consists of hash key values, so it cannot be
changed or alternated by any other end-users. After gaining
confidentiality in the system, many low-level security issues
are overcome.

Redundancy and integrity are major security challenges
that are recognized in any IoTdevice platform to avoid data
redundancy to access the account of any other end-users. For
achieving these integrity and nonredundancy the system is
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Table 1: Distributed ledger of the registered end-users.

Name Public Key Private Key
Admin KPUncAbY0KbyUtdom4TmYhsvQ
Raza CDLWGMGv0Ol6uXy0Tc92IRXJST KPUncAbY0KbyUtdom4TmYhsvQ
Talha RRKmzUNjtryNB4zFizm3YQ5DMq CDLWGMGv0Ol6uXy0Tc92IRXJST
Ahsan xTy2IpZu23Z2da1Msz3jvCxIzatBm RRKmzUNjtryNB4zFizm3YQ5DMq
Haider RwfDD9VrROMjosrZzAYFe8Z5JAz xTy2IpZu23Z2da1Msz3jvCxIzatBm

Table 2: Distributed ledger of registered IoT devices.

Name Public Key Private Key
Smart lock SkOD81SAGJVuKZXarAkrFkh5tDJ
Mobile robot nrNYrBZMyTB60C6ExzqIh2TsrXpV SkOD81SAGJVuKZXarAkrFkh5tDJ
Smart light switch VuehKkFbUOAP3xyItjhm5z8WIQN nrNYrBZMyTB60C6ExzqIh2TsrXpV
Air quality meter gxjJSFFkXNhE3POLkCnxp6Gsq2s VuehKkFbUOAP3xyItjhm5z8WIQN
Voice controller h6cvjjF4E9OVUyasddhZctQrZBd9t gxjJSFFkXNhE3POLkCnxp6Gsq2s

Table 3: Distributed ledger for transactional authentication.

Name Public Key Private Key
Raza CDLWGMGv0Ol6uXy0Tc92IRXJST KPUncAbY0KbyUtdom4TmYhsvQ
Ahsan xTy2IpZu23Z2da1Msz3jvCxIzatBm RRKmzUNjtryNB4zFizm3YQ5DMq

Table 4:+e output in the case of an authenticated communicational transaction is performed by the end-user mapped on to the IoTdevice.

Key Points Authentic computational transaction description
Status 0∗1 valid transactional and authentication succeed
From 0∗CDLWGMGv0Ol6uXy0Tc92IRXJSTOlPVlHrvQxJ0VX3iQ23v20YvHP65YR4yBD3Tia
To 0∗ SkOD81SAGJVuKZXarAkrFkh5tDJjs9TW5y7XKkzJvhdunX8b5wkrejfjr
Input User data and device information for the transaction

Decoded input

{ $characters� ‘0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’;
$charactersLength� strlen($characters);

$randomString� “;
For ($i� 0; $i< $length; $i++) {

$randomString.� $characters [rand(0, $charactersLength - 1)];
}

Decoded output

while($row�mysqli_fetch_array($run)){
$id� $row[“id”];

$username� $row[“username”];
$publickey� $row[“publickey”];

$previoushash� $row[“previoushash”];
Transactional cost Algorithm running cost: O(n)s

Table 5: Comparison between existing techniques and the proposed technique.

Existing
techniques Flaws in the existing techniques Mitigation of flaws in the proposed technique

Mutual
authentication

Centralized architecture De-centralized architecture
+ere is a need to be both client and server for

authentication of each other. Both are relaid on each other
for authentication

+ere is no need of both client and server for
authentication each other

Less secure because relies on centralized authority More secure because does not rely on centralized
authority

Open
authentication

In open authentication, tokens are generated for end-users
for authentication Directly, hash key values are assigned to the end-users

Tokens are not in an encrypted form, so everyone can
access the token and breach security

Hash key values are in an encrypted form, so other entities
do not understand the hash key values and cannot breach

security
Totally based on open authentication server Not based on server
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more protected against replay attacks and Man-in-the-
Middle (MITM). Integrity and nonredundancy can also be
achieved through cryptographically as every message ex-
changes within end-users and IoT devices in an encrypted
form. Intermediate-level security issues are removed
through cryptography because only an entity can breach the
message which has a valid or authentic private key value.

Moreover, using a unique user value (UIDs) and time
duration (duration in which users map to IoTdevices) in the
message authentication makes it secure against replay and
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks. Even in the case of
MITM, if the intruder wants to replace the user hash value
address with his or her public hash key value, the intruder
will not be able to sign in because he or she cannot match the
correct user private hash key value.

Lastly, our proposed authentication (end-user, IoT de-
vice) scheme is resilient against higher-level attacks like
Denial-of-Service (DoS). Denial-of-Service attacks are the
most common and popular attacks to breach the security of
the system in which an intruder or hacker is continuously
attempting to access the services of the system. Concretely,
multiple data fields of end-users, IoT devices, admin, and
computational transactions are placed on the public ledger
distributed over each node in a decentralized manner. +us,
if an intruder wants to access the system multiple times with
the wrong key, the system will block the intruder credentials.
+e public distributed ledger is resistant and robust to DoS
attacks as all public nodes are protected through hashing

functions that host redundant records with high consistency
and integrity. Table 6 indicates security issues addressed by
the proposed solution.

8. Conclusion

We proposed an architecture design and implementation of
logical blockchain-based algorithms using the hash key
values algorithm for end-users, IoT devices, and transaction
authentication in a distributed appearance with no inter-
ruption of a third entity. We implement the hash key value
algorithm using the PHP language andMySQL server for the
storage of blocks in the distributed ledger. Authenticating
large number of end-users, IoT devices, and transactions
produces data deployment with MySQL server, which re-
lieves the end-users and IoTdevices from the authentication
computational complexity of the blockchain network. We
discussed the details of IoT device security issues and pre-
sented the system participants, architecture, interactions
between system participants, and encrypted message ex-
changes among participants including the graphical user
interface and MySQL server. Furthermore, we highlighted
and showed how we executed the logic of the proposed
system and examined the overall operations and function-
ality of the end-user and IoT device authentication mech-
anism governed by the hash key value algorithm. Different
testing scenarios of transaction authentications were pre-
sented to verify the end-user and IoT devices of the system

Table 5: Continued.

Existing
techniques Flaws in the existing techniques Mitigation of flaws in the proposed technique

Kerberos
authentication

Kerberos authentication uses temporal tickets for
authentication purposes in a specific period

+e proposed solution provides hash key values
permanently to end-users

Temporal tickets are not in an encrypted form Hash key values are in an encrypted form
Dependent on temporal tickets and time, so kerberos
authentication follows the centralized architecture Provides decentralized architecture for authentication

Group
authentication

Group authentication authenticates entities with the
permission of all other entities in the group. Message

passing in a group is not in an encrypted form, so every
entity in the group can easily perform some maliciousness

Hash key values are distributed across all entities in the
system with the help of distributed ledgers. Hash key

values are in an encrypted form, so it is hard to understand
for any entity in the system.

Table 6: Security issues addressed by the proposed system.

Security Issues Resolved by the proposed solution

Jamming adversaries
In the proposed solution, unique hash key values are assigned for end-users and IoTdevices. In this respect, no
redundancy occurs. One to one communication takes place between end-users and IoTdevices. +erefore, the

proposed solution mitigates the effect of jamming adversaries.

Sybil node attack Unique hash key values are assigned to end-users. +erefore, only authenticated users that are part of the
system can access the system IoTdevices. +ere is no chance for sybil nodes to access IoTdevices in the system.

Man-in-the-middle
attack Mitigate the effect of Man-in-the-Middle attack in the same way as the sybil node attack

Insecure physical
interface

Virtual private network is created in terms of xamp, MySQL, which hold all records in the distributed ledger.
+erefore, each end-user needs hash key values to access the system IoT devices. So any intruder or hacker

cannot access the system IoT devices through the interface directly.

Double dependency
problem

Proposed solution consists of decentralized architecture. De-centralized architecture is achieved through the
blockchain technique. With the help of decentralized architecture, double dependency problem is removed

from the system.
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using the PHP platform. Finally, we provided an analysis on
the IoT security and presented that the proposed IoT device
authentication solution is resilient to IoT device with dif-
ferent security-level attacks such as low-level, intermediate-
level, and high-level attacks. In the existing proposed
technique, only the users are authenticated in the block-
chain, but in this paper, we present the user authentication,
IoT device authentication, as well as transaction authenti-
cation. If the distributed ledger is not updated after each
transaction, loss of data occur, which creates maliciousness
between the blocks of a distributed ledger, because every
block is connected with the previous block through the
previous public hash key value to create a chain. In the
future, decentralized architecture can be implemented to
provide IoT device server side security.
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